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ABSTRACT 
Abstract—The voltage disturbance is one of the important terms in the modern advanced automated industries. The equipment 

used in the automated industry is generally very sensitive to voltage disturbances, such as voltage sag, swell, flicker and 

harmonics. These kind of disturbances can control by the Dynamic voltage Restorer. For this review, this paper mainly deals with 

two type of Dynamic voltage Restorer such as capacitor supported DVR and DVR without capacitor. In this paper various it is 

discussed about the switches count, mitigation of sag and swell duration, size and cost. From this the performance of the both DVR 

are discussed and conclude in the conclusion. The operation feature and merits and demerits has been discussed in the paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The IEEE defines power quality as ability of a system or an equipment to function properly in its 

environment without introducing unavoidable disturbances to anything in that environment [1]. Power quality 
mainly deals with stability of the power supply and quality of the supply voltage. For the economic operation of 
power system the level of power quality should be properly maintained [2] at certain range is very important. PQ 
(Power Quality) is huge concept concerning optimization. The adverse effects due to over voltage also under 
voltage have to be seriously dealt [3]. The harmonics is also produced by nonlinear loads introduced in the system 
such as power electronics devices. Voltage sags and swells have been one of the most significant power quality 
problems.  Voltage sag is a decrease in RMS AC voltage from 0.9 p.u. to 0.1 p.u.at instant of time from the 
nominal value [4]. 

 These sags occur due to, short circuits in the grid, inrush currents when large machines. Especially, in 
sensitive production processes such sags could lead to a major loss of production [5]. Even though an interruption 
is much more critical compared to voltage sag, the latter occurs much more frequently, and therefore, sags form 
the leading power quality problem [6]. Voltage swell is a short-term increase in the root mean square value of the 
alternating current supply voltage quantity, which ranges from 1.1 per unit to 1.8 per unit of the nominal value 
[7]. Switching on/off of the large capacitors, the disconnection of large loads and single phase to ground faults 
may because voltage swells [8].   Many industries with high-tech processes use uninterruptible power supply, it 
will increase cost of the system. 
 
2.  Basics of Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR): 

DVRs may provide accurate solutions for commercial users subjected to unwanted power quality 
disturbances. DVRs are widely in many applications but they are subjected to prolonged reactive power 
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deficiencies (resulting in low voltage conditions) and in power systems it leads to voltage collapse [17]-[18]. 
Dynamic voltage restorers (DVR) have been widely reported in many technical literatures to investigate their 
competence to control terminal voltage at sensitive loads. The basic operation of DVR is to inject a stored voltage 
of a capacitor or any other storage banks of its required magnitude, phase angle, and frequency in series with the 
load voltage to mitigate sag and swell [9]-[13]. From literature survey the various types of DVR are analyzed. 

To improve power quality, a conventional power device Dynamic Voltage Restorer DVR can be used to 
mitigate voltage sags and swells [2], [3]. In practice many types of DVRs are introduced to compensate the 
voltage at nominal level of voltage. The first type is  DVR is an inverter based voltage sag compensator [4] , the 
another one capacitor supported DVR , in some DVR constructed by additional DC source like battery or ultra-
capacitor in some cases the AC –AC converter also used for the DVR[13]-[16]. DVR protects the precision 
manufacturing processes and sophisticate sensitive electronic equipment’s from the voltage fluctuations and 
power outages. The DVR regulates voltage within acceptable tolerances and meet the critical sensitive power 
quality needs. 
 
2.1 Filter: 

 The filter is used to get the pure sinusoidal AC voltage at load side as well as source side. In the Dynamic 
Voltage restorer the filter scheme can be placed either source side or load side of the booster transformer. Due to 
the switching operations of inverter, the harmonics are produces which should be filtered before the load. Using a 
properly designed filter harmonic voltages can be attenuated     
 
3.     Various Type of DVR from the Review:  
3.1   Capacitor Supported DVR: 

The fig.3.1 shows the block diagram of capacitor supported DVR.The DVR is always connected in series 
using transformer in delta (Δ) with transmission system to mitigate the voltage level within the specified range. 
The functional diagram of the DVR is shown in fig.3.1. The DVR is consists of solid state power electronics 
switching device that may be either GTO or IGBT or MOSFET. The injecting voltage through the inverter to the 
transformers is done by the energy storage device like capacitor. That the mitigating voltage is supplied to the 
system to maintain the load voltage as constant is depending upon the storage ratting of the capacitor. The 
capacitor can only supply the voltage until it gets fully discharged. The phase, magnitude and frequency of the 
tree phase load voltage can be can be controlled by the injected voltage from the capacitor or a kind of voltage 
stored devices. 

A measured DC voltage source is utilized by means of DC capacitor bank storage. A DC to AC inverter 
adjusts the measured DC voltage by sinusoidal PWM technique. The DVR is used to inject or absorb reactive 
power. But active power by means of some other external energy source. The DVR expected time response is 
about 25 millisecond which is less than some of the traditional methods of voltage correction such as tap-
changing transformer. Booster transformer is used to step-up the inverter output voltage as per the system 
requirement.  

 
 
Fig. 3.1: Block diagram of capacitor supported DVR. 

 
The voltages in distribution system is coordinatedwith thedistribution voltage DC to AC solid state switching 

converter. The above figure shows clear idea about the voltage compensation is called (DVR) dynamic voltage 
restorer. The input waveform is added with the capacitor stored voltage then the output of the DVR is 
compensated as above figure. 
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3.1.1 Disadvantages of Capacitor Supported DVR: 
a) The DVR needs a capacitor for the compensation. 
b) It compensates the voltage as a limited time period. 
c) The capacitor and boost transformer will increase size Of the DVR. 
 

3.2 Indirect Control Of Capacitor Supported DVR: 
  

 
Fig. 3.2: Indirect control of capacitor supported DVR 

 
The representation diagram of a capacitor supported DVR is shown in Fig.3.2.Three voltage sources 

(��� , ��� , ���) denotes the the series source impedance and 3-phase three-wire supply system are shown as  
Z�,Z	,and
�.To inject voltage in series with the supply voltagethe DVR uses a transformer . A voltage source 
converter (VSC) along with a DC capacitor is used as a DVR. To filter the ripple in the injected voltage the 
series inductor and a parallel capacitor (Cr) are used. The load measured is a three phase lagging power factor 
load. 

After the voltage sag event, the supply voltage is of reduced in magnitude that of normal condition. The 
voltage injected by the DVR is added with sag voltage used to maintain the load voltage at the rated level of 
voltage. The phasor diagram of the DVR operation for the compensation of sag in the supply voltage is shown 
in Fig.3.3. 

The VL (presag) and I� are represent the load terminal voltage and current during normal condition. After 
the production of voltage sag event, the supply voltage is reduced by 0.1 to 0.9 % of nominal voltage. So the 
some voltage is needed to be adding with the load voltage to obtain the compensation. The injecting voltage is 
taken from by DVR used to retain the load voltage (VL) at the rated magnitude and this has two components, 
���  and��� . 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.3: Phasor diagram of capacitor supported DVR for sag compensation 
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The ���  is denoted voltage in-phase with current, and the ��� is denoted voltage in quadrature With current. 
The ��� voltage is used to regulate the dc bus voltage and also it is used tomeet the power loss in the VSC. The 
voltage in quadraturewith the current (��� ) is to regulate the load voltage (�� ) at the particular level. The DVR is 
used to get the desire voltage with pure sine wave as possible. 

 

 
Fig. 3.4: Block diagram of indirect control of capacitor supported DVR 

 
���

∗ ,���
∗ ,���

∗  are the reference signal which are taken from  load voltage ,load current and DC  bus voltage and 
it is feed back to the DVR. In these system there are two PI controller is used. The first PI controllerhave an input 
as DC bus voltage and another PI controller have an input from actual load voltage and reference load voltages. 
The harmonicvoltage to be injected is estimated from the sensed supply voltage by extracting the fundamental 
component of it.and the two PI controllers are used to deduct following quantities witch are in-phase voltage 
vector by first PI controller and quadrature voltage Vector from the output of another PI controller these are the 
signal are used to Compute the total three phase reference voltages of DVR and it is compared with fundamental 
input voltage these compared voltage is used to produce the PWM signal. This PWM signal is used as gate signal 
of the voltage controlled converter in the DVR. 
 
3.2.1   Advantages: 

(a) It is more reliable than normal capacitor controlled DVR. 
(b) PI controller is used to get more accurate sine wave voltages. 

 
3.2.2 Disadvantages: 

 (a) Usage of capacitor limits the DVR compensation range, that time is depended on the storage capacity of 
the energy stored devices like capacitor. 

 (b)  Conversion stage is high in this DVR. 
 

3.3 Dynamic voltage restorer based on AC-AC converter:  
Many topologies and control methods have been presented for DVRs. This are all method need a three stages 

of conversion. And also must need a inverter and also all these topologies required DC voltage is provided 
through a transformer from the grid (source side or load side) via a rectifier. Than the DC voltage is stored by the 
capacitor or by the battery. These types of topologies only can compensate voltage sags and swells for a limited 
time due to the limitation of the stored energy. In the topologies, it is necessary to need a large capacitor in the 
DC link.  

The dc-link capacitor cost is very expensive and it results in high cost so that the cost of the D.VR is high 
Therefore, some of the devices have been performed to reduce the size of the energy storage elements. There has 
been less consideration to topologies of DVR that do not require any energy storage element  like capacitor or any 
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kind of battery.so it can compensate the unbalanced voltage as unlimited time interval the sag and swell both can 
be control by using this topology.   

 
Fig. 3.5: Ac – Ac converter based DVR 

 
These topologies can compensate one phase outages because the compensation voltage in each phase is taken 

from all three phases of the source. 
Ø is the phase angle of the injected voltage and is defined as follows: 
Ø=0 for sag conditions  
Ø=180 for swell conditions  
Three phase to single phase converter is used in each phase. Considering Fig. 3.5 the following equation can 

be obtained. 
 
��!"#,$(&) = �)*!�,$(&) + �!",#�&#�,$(&)                                (3.1)  

 
Where k is number of the value of k is1,2,3 for first, second and third phases respectively.0 
At the normal condition the bypass switch ��� are normally closed. At that time the converter is not 

connected to line so the normal voltage is appear on the line.The switching frequency is considered as 

F=
-

&
and t is the sampling time and it is spiltted into  two parts, and there are peak time and dead time. The 

total time interval is obtained by adding peak and dead time interval. In the dead time interval, the zero voltage 
generation in three-phase-to-single-phase converter, the output side of switcheswill be turned on. Likewise, in 
the peak time interval, the switches that produce the maximum positive output voltage generation should be 
turned on if the converter output voltage is in its positive half cycle and reversely, the switches thatcause a 
maximum negative output voltage generation should be turned on if the converter output voltage is in its 
negative half cycle. So during each sampling period, in the time interval and in the time interval, the zero 
voltage level will show up in the converter output and this will continue for all sampling periods. 

Sag conditions the system voltage is to be added with injected voltage. When the Ø is 0 means the voltage 
is in phase with a DVR voltage and it can added with the system voltage, then sag  can compensated. Swell 
conditions the system voltage is to be subtract with injected voltage. When the Ø is 180 means the voltage is out 
of phase with a DVR voltage and it can subtract with the system voltage, then the swell can be compensated. 
Therefore, if any one phase of the supply voltage has lost, the corresponding phase of the load can be supplied 
from the other two phases. 

 
Advantage of these topologies: 

(a) This DVR eliminate the problemof restricting energystored in a dc-link capacitor while fault occurrence. 
 (b)  In this DVR the duration of compensation period is unlimited due to absence of capacitor bank. 
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Conclusion: 
The present day industrial processes are automated with wide spread use of embedded controllers and 

industrial computers. Those types of loads must be operating with specified range of voltage and it should 
maintain at correct range. Commercial establishments and software parks are also being affected by poor power 
quality as these establishments also depend on computer and communication related products for their operation. 
Poor power quality will also result in loss of data and failure of sensitive equipment. The use of DVR can help in 
reduction in functional losses associated with process shut down, failure of expensive electronic equipment and 
poor quality of products. The various type of DVR is analyzed in this paper. Finally the AC-AC converter based 
DVR is having some more advantages then the inverter based DVR.AC AC converter based DVR only need a 
less number of switches for the compensation of voltage sag and swell. 
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